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Omi and Ma Zheng chatted for a few words before ending the soul
communication.

Then, he turned on the system again and focused on the relationship between
the characters.

[Lero: Son of the King of Insects, 5th floor of the universe. Because you
destroyed his layout on Qingxing, you became angry and hated you. The current
hatred is worth 5 stars. 】

see this…

if(() ) {}

Omi frowned slightly.

Lero, obviously the Insect King.

Before, Omi didn’t pay too much attention to the relationship between
characters, so that he didn’t know that he still had a 5-star enemy.

Today, though, Lero hasn’t troubled himself yet.
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But, that’s because he doesn’t know where he is yet.
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Omi knew that one day, the other party would find him.

If that’s the case, why don’t you start with your own strength?

Omi’s eyes narrowed.

Then, he set his sights on the curse technique and the upgrade gem of a
king-level practice technique.

[Whether to upgrade the curse technique? 】

“Yes!”

【Ding! The upgrade is successful, and the current curse is the emperor level. 】
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[Are you spending 100,000 spirit stones to curse Lero? 】

“Yes!”

Immediately, the 100,000 spirit stones that had been stored in the inner space
were all shattered, turning into streamers and disappearing.

if(() ) {}

…………

on the other hand.

A giant monster swept through a terrifying aura, rushing recklessly, and making
bursts of rumbling sounds.

“Ma Zheng, don’t hide, you can’t escape!”

His pair of scarlet eyes, like a cold moon, kept shaking in the void.

An infiltrating energy, like scarlet blood, kept churning around.

The next moment, he suddenly caught a meteorite in the distance, and it seemed
that a figure was shaking.

So, he grinned and said, “I found you.”

“boom!”

The terrifying breath formed a huge column of scarlet energy, which shot out,
directly blasting the meteorite into pieces.

An extremely embarrassed figure then emerged from the debris.

He is Ma Zheng.

Lero grinned. “Let me tell you, you can’t escape.”

“Buzz!”

The infiltrating coercion and rolling down made Ma Zheng tremble all over, and
he couldn’t have any idea of   escaping at all.

Done.

Bean-sized beads of sweat kept rolling down.

There is only one thought in Ma Zheng’s mind, he is dead!



At this time…

Lero’s body suddenly filled with wisps of black aura.

The huge body began to twist continuously.

Lero said in horror: “What’s going on?”

He hurriedly glanced around, but found nothing at all.

“puff!”

The next moment, he spit out a mouthful of blood, and his entire face turned
pale.

Then, as if frightened, he didn’t have the mind to pay attention to Ma Zheng at all,
and the shattered space rushed towards an unknown distance.

At this scene, Ma Zheng was stunned for a while.

He paused for a while, then found a direction and ran away again.

…………

In the blink of an eye, a month has passed.

This month, Omi cursed Lero every day before he practiced, as if he was doing a
quest.

Today, the same is true.

“Crack!”

The 100,000 spirit stones in Omi’s inner space turned into a bubble.

In his mind, a crisp voice sounded.

【Ding! Because of your curse, Lero’s inner demons soared, his cultivation

dropped greatly, and he was seriously injured. 】

see this…

Omi didn’t pay any more attention, and started a new day of cultivation.

For the next ten days, he kept the curse every day.

this day……



【Ding! Because of your curse, Lero fell completely and died. 】

【Ding! Kill 5 layers of alien beasts in the universe and gain 500 million

experience points. 】

Gu Kun

Omi breathed a sigh of relief and said, “Finally dead.”

However, at this moment, another clear prompt sounded in his mind.

【Ding! Lie Zhuo has hatred for you, and the current hatred value is 5 stars. 】

[Lie Zhuo: The king-level 3-layer powerhouse, the master of the insect domain.
Because you killed his son and hated you, the current hatred is 5 stars. 】

Omi frowned.

This is the legendary hit the small, come old?

If it goes on like this, won’t he be able to kill him forever?

King level 3 floors!

This is the first time that Omi has met a powerful person who has known
cultivation and has reached the king level.

Also, he has a 5 star hatred for himself.

It’s a bit of a hassle.

Omi whispered, “Did Lie Zhuo already know that I was the one who killed his
son?”

[Are you spending 10,000 spirit stones to ask? 】

“Yes!”

【I don’t know. 】

Omi said again, “Does he have a way to know the source of the curse?”

[The curse is protected by the system, and no creature can know the source
unless the host is exposed. 】



Omi was relieved after hearing this.

Then, today’s practice began again.

The next day, he started the curse again.

Today, the object of his curse has become Lie Zhuo.

…………

Insect domain.

Lie Zhuo, who was like a mountain, suddenly opened his eyes, and a permeating
green evil spirit spread out, causing all the plants in a radius of a hundred miles
to wither and wither.

He made a rumbling sound: “Curse? Humph!”

With a muffled hum, the black air that had just diffused out was immediately
dispelled.

Then, silence returned.

However, he didn’t know that this was just the beginning.

10 days.

a month.

half a year.

one year!

Two years!

Every day, Lie Zhuo is cursed.

He could easily resist a curse, but after so many days of continuous curses, after
accumulating, it was finally difficult for him to resist.

“Humph!”

With a muffled groan, two nosebleeds like spring water flowed out of Lie Zhuo’s
Heilonglong nostrils.

“Curse! Another curse! Who is it?!”

“King Yan?”



“Wind King?”

“Pine King?”

“hateful!”

The tyrannical red astral wind roared wildly, directly turning everything in a
radius of hundreds of kilometers into nothingness.

…………

【Ding! Your enemy, Lie Zhuo, has been cursed by you, his mind is damaged, and

his heart is full of demons. 】

…………

4 years later, the curse remains.

Li Zhuo’s nose, eyes, mouth, and ears all ooze out black blood, and his huge body
looks crazy, and his breath has become weak.

…………

【Ding! Your enemy Lie Zhuo was cursed by you, severely injured and his

cultivation declined. 】

…………

10 years later ~ ~ the curse continues.

“With my soul, curse the enemy, and the punishment will come!”

Lie Zhuo shouted madly, and the sound spread to the universe, constantly
rippling.

next moment……

Lie Zhuo burst like a balloon, illuminating the entire universe, and the terrifying
energy wave spread wildly, instantly turning several planets not far away into
nothingness.

At this moment, people from countless planets looked in the direction of Lie
Zhuo with curious, puzzled, or horrified eyes.

It was also at this time that a clear reminder sounded in Omi’s mind.



【Ding! Kill the king-level 3-layer cultivator and gain 3 billion experience

points. 】

【Ding! Congratulations, you have killed a king-level cultivator for the first time,
and obtained the Mystical Breathing Technique (Emperor-level), the top talent of
the Law of Time, and the Mysterious Yellow Body Protection Bead
(Emperor-level). 】
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The rolling energy kept pouring towards the limbs.

Then, Omi took a deep breath using the new ethereal breathing method that
appeared in his mind.

“Buzz!”

if(() ) {}

The majestic spiritual energy flowed into Omi’s body crazily like a river
entering the sea.

The cultivation base… grows rapidly!

The golden-glowing black-yellow body bead surrounds the body, like the sun,
warm and safe.

At the same time, Omi had many different perceptions and ways of using the
law of time.

if(() ) {}

…
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On the other hand, Jiangbei City.

Li Hao said: “It came true, I found a very mysterious forbidden place! I have a
feeling that there is a great opportunity in it!”

Lin Chengzhen pouted and said, “You have said similar things before, but what
happened?”
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He still can’t forget the scene of being chased by thousands of alien beasts after
entering the secret realm.

Even, sometimes sleep will be scared to wake up.

That was just a nightmare.

Li Hao was exposed and said a little embarrassedly: “Before, it was an accident…
Besides, didn’t we have an accident in the forbidden area? Besides, we have
grown a lot in the forbidden area.”

Lin Chengzhen did not refute this sentence.

Although a bit embarrassed at that time.

However, at least he has gained a lot of combat experience and the ability to
survive in the wilderness.

if(() ) {}

Li Hao also seemed to find that Lin Chengzhen was a little moved.

So, he took the time to say: “It’s true, don’t you want to get a big chance and
become stronger, in the future, can you better protect your sister and family?”

younger sister?

family?

Speaking of this, Lin Chengzhen’s originally calm heart immediately felt like a big
rock was thrown into it, causing ripples.

When his younger sister Lin Yulian was born, Lin Chengzhen’s idea was to teach
her well, take care of her, and protect her…

The results of it?

As a result, when Lin Yulian was 5 years old, her cultivation completely surpassed
her own.

Now, it has reached a height that is completely incomparable.

That’s all.

Later, a boy, a small stone, popped out of the Holy Spirit Stone.

Although, Lin Chengzhen has no blood relationship with him.

However, Lin Chengzhen still treats him as his younger brother.



If you can’t take care of your sister, you can take care of your brother, right?

The results of it?

As a result, Xiao Shishi’s cultivation base increased sharply every day, and it
didn’t take long for him to surpass himself.

Brothers and sisters, Jackie Chan will not be bullied by anyone.

This is a very happy thing.

However, correspondingly, the elder brother Lin Chengzhen was very helpless.

There is no sense of achievement as a brother.

Perhaps, going to Forbidden Land can really quickly become stronger?

Then, you can experience what it’s like to be an older brother.

Thinking of this, Lin Chengzhen responded, “Okay.”

Li Hao said happily: “You agreed?”

Lin Chengzhen nodded and said, “Yes.”

“That’s great! Let’s go now!” Li Hao didn’t say much, grabbed Lin Chengzhen’s
arm, and rushed towards the distance.

That appearance was obviously worried that Lin Chengzhen would suddenly
regret it again.

…

In the blink of an eye, three months have passed.

Li Hao and Lin Chengzhen kept moving forward in the dark and rugged forbidden
area.

The dark, damp smell is almost nauseating.

Lin Chengzhen frowned and said, “Li Hao, this is the secret realm you said has a
great chance?”

Last time, at least you could encounter a large group of alien beasts.

It can also be considered to increase combat experience.

Gu Qi



But what about this secret place?

There are no spiritual fruits, no strange beasts, only rough roads that can’t see
the edge.

Li Haoqian said with a smile: “This… The better the opportunity, the more time it
takes to find it.”

“However, we have been looking for three months.” Lin Chengzhen said.

Li Hao said: “Good things take a long time, and a lot of hard work… If we persist,
we will definitely gain a lot.”

So, the two set foot on the road of progress again.

…

In the blink of an eye, another three months have passed.

Lin Chengzhen said, “I will go back for three more days. If there is nothing to gain,
I will go back.”

“It’s okay.” Li Hao also had the intention of retreating. He walked for half a year
in a row. He also suspected that there might be no treasures in this secret realm.

“Hey, what is that?” Lin Chengzhen asked in confusion.

Li Hao looked in the direction.

next moment…

His eyes lit up slightly.

It was a wide square.

There are nine incomparably thick stone pillars erected around the square. Each
stone pillar is engraved with very complex and mysterious talismans, and there is
a very mysterious atmosphere.

Li Hao stepped up and ran over, excitedly said: “It’s true, what did I say? What did
I say? There must be a chance in this secret realm! Big chance!”

Lin Chengzhen also carefully observed the stone pillar and said, “What is the
chance of this stone pillar?”

Li Hao gently stroked and said, “Maybe it’s a weapon! A very powerful weapon!
It’s like Sun Wukong’s golden cudgel!”



“Nine golden hoops?” Lin Chengzhen asked.

“I’m just speaking a metaphor!” Li Hao said.

Then, he observed the stone pillar more attentively.

About an hour later, Lin Chengzhen said again: “This seems to be just an ordinary
stone pillar with a special talisman.”

“How is that possible? Maybe it’s the same as the golden hoop, it has to be pulled
out!” Li Hao said.

He did what he said, he hugged the stone pillar with both hands, input energy,
and violently exerted force.

However, the stone pillars in front of them seemed to be born together with the
ground and did not move.

Li Hao said: “It’s true, come and help me.”

The two of them worked together, but the stone pillar still did not move.

So they went to hold other stone pillars.

After hugging the eighth stone pillar, Lin Chengzhen said, “I think this may be
some kind of special formation, and we can’t hug it at all.”

Li Hao said: “The last one, how do you know if you don’t try? Come, come!”

Lin Chengzhen nodded and hugged the last stone pillar.

They just tried hard.

“Buzz!”

Immediately, the nine stone pillars burst out with an infiltrating energy.

These energies continue to condense, turning the area where the 9 stone pillars
are located into a huge black energy box.

In the black energy box, Razer jumped, fierce and terrifying.

Lin Chengzhen said, “What is this?”

Li Hao said: “Is this… is it a chance?”

At this moment, above the black energy box, a pair of scarlet, cold eyes faintly
appeared, as if to devour all living beings in the world. UU reading www. .com



Lin Chengzhen felt a sense of crisis from the depths of his soul.

“Not good!” he cried.

He pulled Li Hao and was about to rush outside.

However…

“Buzz!”

At the bottom of the black energy box, a tyrannical suction suddenly appeared,
like a black hole, unable to resist at all.

Lin Chengzhen and Li Hao’s entire bodies instantly fell into it, as if they were
swallowed up, and disappeared without a trace.

“Fizz!”

The black energy box Razer continued to beat, making a small electric sound.

After a long time, the black energy slowly dissipated.

Strangely, the nine sturdy stone pillars also disappeared without a trace.
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In the blink of an eye, another half year has passed.

Omi’s whole body was full of radiance, exuding a sacred and vast aura, like a ****
king in the sky, making people feel a sense of ceremony and worship.

“call!”

if(() ) {}

“Suck!”

Omi took a deep breath, and the surrounding spiritual energy poured into the
body in a swirling shape visible to the naked eye.

Then he turned his attention to the system.

【Host: Omi】



if(() ) {}

[Repair: Domain Master 9th Floor (12.3 billion/1000000000000)]
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[Skills: Sword Eighty-One (King Level), Curse Technique (Emperor Level), Sword
Raising (Emperor Level), Qiankun Sword Art (Emperor Level)…]

[Equipment: Starfall Sword (Ordinary Grade), Flame Armor (Imperial Grade), Sky
Soul Orb (King Grade), True Dragon Sword (Imperial Grade)…]

[Law: Time (Intermediate), Space (Intermediate), Metal (Intermediate), Wood
(Intermediate), Water (Intermediate), Fire (Intermediate), Earth (Intermediate),
Life (Intermediate), Death (Intermediate), Yin (Intermediate) Intermediate), Yang
(Intermediate), Wind (Intermediate), Thunder (Elementary), Strength
(Elementary)]

【Character Relationships:

Lin Tao: Dad, favorability is 10 stars;

Dai Weixue: Mom, favorability is 10 stars;

Lin Xiaoyao: Sister, favorability is 10 stars;

Xia Xue: Taoist companion, favorability 10 stars;

Xia Bing: Taoist companion, 10 stars in favorability……]

Although, Omi has been cursing others all these years.
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However, he also did not fall to practice.

Even harder.

Coupled with the increasing number of immortal spirit stones and top-level
cultivation talents, his cultivation base has reached the 9th floor of the domain
master!

At this moment, a loud voice sounded between heaven and earth.

“Fenghuamen Liu Sanpao is here to challenge the Lord of the Earth, Fellow
Daoist Omi!”

“True Martial Sect, Hu Yuanyang, came here to challenge the Lord of Earth,
Fellow Daoist Omi!”
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“Qimen Song Hao, come to challenge the Lord of Earth, Fellow Daoist Omi!”

…………

These voices, which were constantly rippling throughout the earth, immediately
aroused discussions among many people.

“Why are so many people challenging this time?”

“I don’t seem to have heard of these sects. How did they manage to spread their
voices so far?”

“Lord of the Earth? Omi? Does our Earth really have a master?”

” Omi? It seems to be the name of the Asian League.”

“I seem to have heard the name Omi.”

…………

Hearing this, Omi frowned slightly and looked towards the sky.

only see…

Above the void, stood dozens of men and women.

Their bodies were full of breath, and their eyes were sharp.

All have great strength.

challenge? See you again challenge!

Good guy, did you treat yourself as a boss?

Omi’s eyes flickered, and he scanned the past with the eyes of the sky.

Soon, Omi began to shake his head.

Because, under the observation of the eye of the sky, they have weaknesses all
over their bodies, and they can be defeated by themselves.

Even if you treat yourself as a boss, you should have some strength of your own,
right?

Let’s end this farce soon.

only see…



Omi slowly stretched out his index finger.

“Wow!”

Immediately, endless splendid golden light burst out from the index finger.

These golden lights quickly gathered and condensed, and turned into dozens of
golden long swords, swept out with a majestic momentum, and shot out.

In the blink of an eye, he reached the void.

The target…is the dozens of men and women in the void.

Their pupils shrank slightly, and some people didn’t have time to react, and they
were directly hit by the golden long sword and flew tens of thousands of miles.

Gu Lan

Someone reacted quickly and dodged aside.

However, the golden long sword seemed to have life, suddenly turned its
direction, and hit him again.

that’s all……

These dozens of people came and went in a hurry.

In the blink of an eye, they all disappeared without a trace.

Only dozens of sword marks were left in the void, which seemed to prove that
they had come.

This matter, Omi just took it as a trivial matter, and didn’t take it to heart at all.

However, he still said to his family in Panlong Villa: “It’s all right.”

Hearing this, everyone breathed a sigh of relief.

And Hu Tian,   who was sitting under the enlightenment tree, hesitated for a
while, and then walked over slowly.

Omi asked, “Teacher Tiantian, what’s the matter?”

Even now, Omi still calls Hu Tian Teacher Tiantian.

It is nostalgia, but also a kind of fun.

Hu Tian said: ” Omi, it seems that Chengzhen has disappeared again.”



“How long have you been gone?” Omi asked.

“It’s been more than a year.” Hu Tian worried.

Omi comforted: “He has a king-level protection magic weapon on his body. As
long as he is on Earth, there will be no danger. I will see where he is first.”

The words fell, and the tide-like spiritual power instantly covered the entire
earth.

“what?”

Omi frowned slightly.

“What’s wrong?” Hu Tian asked nervously.

“I don’t seem to see it come true, it’s strange.” Omi said.

“Didn’t see it?” Hu Tian became more nervous.

Omi thought for a while and said, “Maybe I didn’t see it too clearly, I’ll check it
out again.”

Then, the more vigorous spiritual power, almost inch by inch, kept rummaging on
the earth.

Unfortunately, there is still no trace of Lin Chengzhen.

So, Omi used the power of time to find it.

Finally, Lin Chengzhen was discovered one year and three months ago.

I also know that Lin Chengzhen and Li Hao entered the secret realm and met the
mysterious stone pillar.

After a while, Omi recovered his mental power.

Then, the power of soul communication was used.

“come true!”

“come true!”

After Omi called a few times, Lin Chengzhen responded.

“dad?”

“It’s me, where are you and Li Hao now?”



“We don’t know where we are, but, Dad, you and moms don’t have to worry about
me, I’m safe now, that lord just let us practice, and I’ve broken through to the
planetary level now!”

When Lin Chengzhen said this, there was a touch of excitement that could not be
concealed in his tone.

Since the birth of his younger sister and younger brother, he has always wanted
to be strong.

Unfortunately, becoming stronger is not something he can do.

Now, it has finally been realized.

Omi was surprised when he heard the words.

He clearly remembered that ~ ~ Lin Chengzhen was only in the extraordinary
realm not long ago, and he was still a long way from breaking through to the
planetary level.

In just one year, it has become a planetary level?

Omi asked, “How did you cultivate?”

“The spiritual energy here is very strong. In addition, very magical spiritual fruits
and spiritual liquids are sent every week. By the way, that adult has also taught
us a powerful exercise. Dad, I will tell you this exercise as well. Right.” Lin
Chengzhen said.

Omi thought about it and said, “Okay.”

So, Lin Chengzhen explained all the exercises.

The exercises are very complicated, just say it once, and most people can’t
remember it at all.

However, Omi was obviously not an ordinary person.

Omi said again: “It’s true, do you know the name of the lord you just
mentioned?”

“I heard someone call him Moses.” Lin Chengzhen said.
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in the dark world.

The wind howled, and the black water filled the air.

There was a pungent **** smell in the air, and terrifying screams could be heard
from time to time.

if(() ) {}

The whole world is like hell, extremely terrifying.

Lin Chengzhen and Li Hao are here!

However, they are completely different now than they were a year ago.

The whole body was in tatters, and there were several hideous wounds that could
be seen deep in the bones.

if(() ) {}

The waist is tied with gold and twists continuously, like a long rope of dragon
tendons.
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The whole body exudes a palpitating evil spirit.

Li Hao muttered, “What the **** is this place?”

Lin Chengzhen said, “My dad just contacted me.”

“Your dad?” Li Hao said in surprise, “He’s here too?”

While speaking, he kept looking around, but found nothing.

Lin Chengzhen shook his head and said, “It’s my dad’s special ability to
communicate with anyone regardless of space and distance.”

” F*ck! Your father is so powerful?” Li Hao exclaimed.

Lin Chengzhen said: “My father is indeed very powerful. I heard that he once
went to the universe outside the earth. My mother said that my father is the
most powerful person.”

When Li Hao heard this, his eyes widened, his face full of incredulity.

“I’ve been to the universe! Damn it! Your father, shouldn’t he be an immortal?
The Jade Emperor?”

if(() ) {}
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Immediately in his mind, many characters from mythological stories appeared.

Even, the brain made up the things that the prince Lin Chengzhen experienced in
the world.

“By the way, did your father give you that jewel too?” Li Hao asked again.

Lin Chengzhen said: “My father gave me the jewel, but he is not the Jade
Emperor.”

Li Hao said: “Then have you told your father about our situation? Will we be
saved soon?”

Before entering the secret realm, he always wanted to become stronger.

For this, no matter how much he paid, no matter how hard he was, he would not
hesitate.

However, for the past six months, it has made him a little afraid.

Really, it’s too dangerous and scary here.

Desperate.

Lin Chengzhen shook his head and said, “I didn’t tell my father. Although he is
very powerful, you also know the situation in this world, and that terrifying
Moses… I don’t want my father to take risks.”

After a pause, Lin Chengzhen said again: “Also, don’t you think this place is really
suitable for cultivation? In such a short period of time, our cultivation has all
grown so much, and if we continue, we can definitely become stronger. !”

Li Hao’s eyes also became firmer, and he said, “Then let’s keep going!”

“Grumble rumble!”

At this time, countless ripples suddenly appeared in the endless black water, and
a pungent stench was permeated.

Li Hao shouted, “There’s another monster coming out! Be careful!”

…

Earth, in the Panlong Villa.

Hu Tian said anxiously, “Has it come true?”



Omi nodded and said, “I found it. He has entered a very mysterious secret realm
and is in retreat. We don’t need to worry.”

When Hu Tian heard the words, she breathed a sigh of relief and said, “So that’s
what happened.”

She gently hugged Omi, and after a while of tenderness, she slowly left.

Omi, on the other hand, focused his attention on the system.

“Can you know where Lin Chengzhen is?”

[Need to consume 100,000 spirit stones, do you want to ask? 】

“Yes!”

[Dark Universe. Hidden in endless darkness, a little-known universe. 】

“Can I enter the dark universe?”

[Yes, with the current strength of the host, it can be reached in ten thousand
years. 】

Omi couldn’t help frowning.

Thousands of years…

You know, even if you count the thousand years of sleep, Omi lived a total of
more than 1,000 years.

Ash

Ten thousand years is really a long time.

Rushing over and rushing back again, the earth and family members don’t know
what’s going on.

What’s more, Omi didn’t know if he could find Lin Chengzhen immediately
after rushing over, and successfully bring him back.

Omi secretly sighed and said, “It has to be stronger.”

At this moment, a clear prompt sounded in his mind.

【Ding! Acquire the Advanced System for 60 years, reward True Flame Stone,

Immortal Crystal*1, and Dharma Phase Golden Body*1. 】



[True Flame Stone: A stone with rich fire energy, after absorbing it, it can quickly
increase the fire energy. 】

Omi arranged a formation around him and began to absorb the True Flame
Stone.

“Buzz!”

After a while, the entire space was completely enveloped by scorching flames.

And Omi himself seemed to have transformed into a huge fire dragon, roaring
frantically, and his might was overwhelming.

If it weren’t for the protection of the array, the radius of tens of thousands of
kilometers… or even the entire earth might become a fireball in an instant.

“call!”

After a long time, Omi heaved a sigh of relief.

The surrounding flames suddenly stopped.

At the same time, a clear prompt sounded in his mind.

【Ding! Congratulations, the Law of Fire has been promoted to Advanced. 】

advanced!

This was the first advanced law that Omi had mastered.

He slowly raised his hand, and the entire arm, even the whole person, directly
turned into a flame, possessing the tyrannical power to melt everything and
devour everything.

Omi said, “This kind of feeling is really amazing. I don’t know how far I can go on
the road of fire.”

Just go.

Omi’s thoughts moved slightly, and he directly entered the long river of time.

He took a step forward, embarked on the fire element road, and continued to
move towards the distance.

100 metres.

200 meters.



500 meters.

1000 meters.

2000 meters.

5000 meters!

Omi finally felt a little tired.

However, he continued to move forward.

At this moment, a strange voice suddenly sounded behind him.

“Ok?”

Then, a man in fiery red armor appeared beside him.

It was Zhu Yan.

“It’s you little guy.” Zhu Yan said in surprise.

When Zhu Yan was Omi for the first time, he found that he was cultivating
multiple laws at the same time, and he had a bad impression on him. He felt that
he was very ambitious, very greedy, and would never achieve great
achievements.

Now, seeing Omi walk so far on the road of fire, it is inevitable to be surprised.

To know…

It had only been a few decades since he first met Omi.

So much progress in decades!

evildoer!

【Ding! Zhu Yan developed hatred for you because of your supernatural talent in

the fire law, and raised it to 3 stars as hatred. 】

Hearing this, Omi frowned slightly.

Zhu Yan said: “Little guy, you are very good, kneel down and be my disciple.”

He raised his head, always maintaining an aloof attitude.



That appearance seems to be saying: Let you become my disciple, that is the
blessing you have cultivated in eight lifetimes.

To this…

Omi just said lightly, “I didn’t say I wanted to be your apprentice.”
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